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Introduction from Natasha  

Civil Society Consulting is a  
Community Interest Company (CIC)  
– i.e. an independent, not-for-profit  
social enterprise. 

We serve small and medium-sized civil  
society organisations to help them flourish  
and best fulfil the needs in their communities: 
from user-involvement to strategy development, 
fundraising and carrying out project evaluations. 

The organisation started life over a decade ago as ‘Big Society Funding CIC’,  
set up by former charity sector Senior Management and front-line workers,  
Mark Ereira-Guyer and James Baddeley, and supported by design expert,  
Jordan Blyth. Over time, the team was joined by other specialists with expertise  
in communications, policy, social media, web-design and back office support,  
including myself, Natasha Ereira-Guyer. 

It had been our intention to re-launch the CIC with our new name this Spring, and 
we’d prepared a launch plan accordingly. However, as we all know, things don’t 
always go to plan: the unprecedented recent events being experienced around the 
globe due to the Covid-19 pandemic, and their corresponding consequences, have 
presented pretty much every individual, every community, every government, every 
business and every charity or faith organisation with perhaps its most challenging 
test to date. 

How we cope and respond to this as individuals is something each of us have  
begun to address, but what we should do as charities or faith organisations  
involved in social impact work is a question many of us are now confronted  
with too.  

We’ve generated this first briefing as to guide and assist your thinking 
around this question. 
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The majority of you receiving this are people or organisations we’ve come to know 
over the past decade and, whilst there is plenty of information circulating, we 
thought it would be useful to capture what we have picked up and share with  
you what we consider to be the best approach right now (late April 2020). 

This briefing is set out as follows, presenting: (1) A summary of the immediate  
impact of Covid-19 on the charity and faith social action sectors; before moving  
on to look at (2) A summary of key funders’ reactions (noting as we do that most 
of you receive your income from Statutory, Lottery and Charitable Trust sources 
rather than company and individual income streams); plus a table of the latest list  
of funds available to help with crisis support, and (3) Suggestions for both short 
and medium-term strategic and operational thinking and planning in the  
wake of Covid-19, including a brief appraisal of various online/remote/video tools.  
The document concludes with (4) A hands-on message of hope from our  
team – five tips on resilience.
 
As many of you will know, Civil Society Consulting is a relatively small organisation. 
Nevertheless, through our wide-ranging knowledge and experience, we are very 
well-equipped to support you. And rest assured that we will do whatever we can 
to do so, both during this crisis and throughout the immediate recovery period; 
drawing in additional freelance consultants to support our efforts as required.

From a quick free chat on the phone or via e-mail so that we can lend a hand on  
a particular matter, right through to carrying out paid fundraising or other support, 
we are here to help and will be very happy to hear from you at any time on any  
basis. If we think we can help you we will make sure we do. 

We plan to update this briefing on a regular basis over the next six months, so if we 
don’t talk in the meantime, here’s wishing you all the strength you need to triumph 
through these testing times – to help sustain your organisation and so you can 
achieve maximum impact in the communities you serve.

Peace & Wisdom

James, Mark and Natasha 

James – 07982 193617, 
Mark – 07913818838; 
Natasha - 07875287285, 

e-mail -  info@civilsocietyconsulting.co.uk; 
Twitter - @CivilSocietyCIC
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Mark and James training community  activists in Peterborough. 
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The immediate impact of Covid-19 

In just a few weeks, the impact of Covid-19 across the world has been dramatic. 
Much of the charity and faith social action sector is right in the thick of this. 

For many charities whose normal work involves supporting disadvantaged 
groups, demand has sky-rocketed as vulnerable people seek their urgent  
support to help them cope. For example, demand has shot up for food  
deliveries, welfare benefits advice, help with dealing with loneliness and  
getting online. Unfortunately, many organisations are not equipped or funded 
right now to deliver what’s needed, even if they want to, and along with many 
charities not engaged in frontline work, they are facing a wide range of  
immediate threats to their survival. We have reviewed a number of  
information sources analysing the implications – the key ones being  
The Institute of Fundraising website (20th March); Civil Society News  
(20th March); and Third Sector newsletter (8th April). From these  
we can see that the major threats are:

(a) Funding

A sharp drop in sector income over the next 12 weeks is forecast. Steep economic 
decline across the country will likely lead to public fundraising, foundation income, 
investment income and income from the private sector all taking a big hit. As a 
result, the UK charity sector is predicted to miss out on at least £4.3 billion of income 
over the same period. And much more should the downturn continue into a  
full-scale recession or depression. (reference: www.thirdsector.co.uk/analysis-chari-
ties-low-reserves-coping-covid-19-pandemic/finance/article/1679646). 

Sector expectations are in fact much worse than this: on average not-for-profit 
organisations are this year expecting a 48 percent decline in income against 
budget. There is an assumption that government income remains stable, but there 
is no guarantee of this. (reference: www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/guidance/
coronavirus/round-up-coronavirus-impact-on-charities/ )

• What about trusts, foundations and Lottery funding?

  There has been an immediate change of direction by most large charitable  
  trusts, foundations and Lottery sources. Most existing funding programmes  
  are now paused and closed to new applications, many of the same funders  
  are instead offering small ‘crisis support’ grants with quick turnaround.

  The message from the largest and most influential UK funder, the National  
  Lottery Community Fund, is that new applications related to the Covid-19  
  crisis are the only ones that will be considered for the next six months, and   
  current soundings suggest that this is mainly being limited to exist grant  
  holders ; and it is our view that the rest of the funding sector is likely to follow  
  suit. Though this is more than understandable, it does present a serious  
  threat to the survival of many charities, whose planned work and services,  
  for which funding might be coming to an end, and overall survival is now in  
  great jeopardy. 
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• What about government’s Covid-19 support packages?

  The Government announced a welcome £750 million pot of emergency funding 
  for the sector. Welcome though it is, this is a drop in the ocean next to the sector’s  
  expected income losses from the £50 billion plus it generated last year, and it  
  appears to be taking a long time to filter out into an application process the sector  
  can access. What’s more, only a quarter of charities in the UK are estimated to have  
  reserves large enough to last three months (even many of the larger ones). This  
  means that even if there are plans to increase the government pot, it could well 
  come a little too late: we are already seeing the immediate closure of some charities  
  already on the brink and a spate of redundancies across the sector. 

(b) Service provision

Because of social distancing and social isolation, it has been very difficult or  
impossible for most charities to continue delivering face-to-face services and  
many have had to temporarily close their doors to reduce the spread of the virus.  
Many staff have therefore been furloughed. 

However, efforts are being made by many charities to reconfigure their services,  
seeking to offer the best support they can remotely. Indeed, 67 percent of charities  
having taken action to do more digitally (reference: www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/
library/impact-of-covid-19-on-the-charity-sector-briefing-from-the/). However, a whole 
range of factors make this extremely challenging, including: 

• Some staff and volunteers are ill with the virus and may become ill in the near future.
• Many older volunteers have limited digital skills or equipment to provide remote support
• Many older and vulnerable members of the public also have limited digital skills or 

equipment, making access to this support difficult.
• Demand for services is actually predicted to increase by around 43 percent, reference: 

(www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/library/impact-of-Covid-19-on-the-charity-sector-
briefing-from-the/) owing to the virus, putting an unprecedented amount of pressure 
on organisations that are struggling to provide services and stay afloat due to funding 
and other issues.

(c) Coordination and operations

Coordination and operations are also much harder under these  
circumstances. As well as coping with the woes of fewer staff  
on board, having a remote team of staff and volunteers  
working-from-home obstructs fluid communication and  
productivity. Keeping up morale through the phone when staff  
may be struggling personally is one part of the challenge, and  
coordinating action and tracking progress is another. Due to  
furloughing, there is an influx of potential new (and well-qualified)  
volunteers. However, inducting and building relationships with  
new volunteers or partners is a further, even tougher task  
under these circumstances.

Former Shadow Civil Society Minister, now Shadow 

Foreign Secretary, Lisa Nandy, with Mark, James 

and other colleagues
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Funders’ responses and funding streams 
available to help with crisis support 

To help with perhaps the greatest of the issues we have outlined,  
- access to funding – we’ve done a round-up of the status of most  
of the nations key funding providers. The overall message coming  
from larger UK charitable trusts and foundations (or at least those  
who are publicising their stance) has been that they will stand  
by the sector throughout this crisis period and offer as much  
support and flexibility as they possibly can. 

We carried out a review of a number of larger funders’  
websites and found the following key summary findings:

• Covid-19 statements: Most funders have statements about Covid-19 on their 
websites, including information about their own contact arrangements during 
lockdown.  

• Continuation of existing support: Most stated that they would seek to support 
existing grant-holders through the crisis with grant payments continuing, but 
without the usual expectations regarding service delivery and recording and 
reporting of data.

• Flexibility and additional support: Most said they would be in touch with 
grant-holders to talk to them about this flexibility, to find out how each  
organisation was organising itself in response to Covid-19 and what issues they 
were facing. Some also suggested they would look to provide additional support 
(and potentially funding) to help grant-holders, either to support vulnerable  
people or simply to stay afloat if they appear to be at risk of a financial crisis  
that could lead to their closure. 

• New programmes on hold: The majority said that their open funding  
programmes would be closed for the time being whilst they considered their 
strategic response to the crisis. Some indicated that they would be likely to  
revise their programmes over the next few weeks and then launch new criteria 
and programmes of funding reflecting the new threats communities face soon.

• Some longer-term funding programmes are business-as-usual: A handful of 
larger funders said their existing funding programmes would remain open for  
business-as-usual – the timeframe from application to decision for many  
of these funders is typically lengthy and so they seem to be taking  
a longer-term view.

• Emergency support available: Some funders have been offering short-term crisis 
funding to organisations that are able to provide support and assistance to the 
most vulnerable members of the community. Meanwhile, others have indicated 
that their existing programmes would remain open but that they would simply 
be prioritising applications for Covid-19 crisis work.

The following link is the response of a number of funders and provides a window 
into many funders’ approach to the crisis - www.covid19funders.org.uk 
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A number of second-tier support organisations to the civil society and faith sectors have been  
sending out regular updates about the crisis support funding opportunities (mentioned above)  
over the past few weeks. These lists are very useful, but have not all provided a fully comprehensive 
list of the options. We have therefore collated all of the information into one place for you on the  
next few pages. Key points are as follows: 

• The information is all presented in the following table, along with links to the latest information. 
• We’ve included information about which of these funding streams have now closed with an  

expectation of being re-opened soon, and which ones have yet to open.
• We’ve provided some additional information about the overall message from each funder,  

including some of the larger ones that have not launched crisis funds; we hope that this will  
be helpful to some organisations that need to start thinking about making applications for  
funding that ends in six to 12 months’ time, but for which forward-planning is needed. 

• At the end of the table, we’ve also provided some links to other online sources of the latest  
information about funding available, as well as some additional links to lists of local funders,  
not listed in our table.

Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Arts Council  
England

Champions, 
develops and invests 
in artistic and  
cultural experiences 
that enrich people’s 
lives.

Art Council England 
has reconfigured 
much of its website 
to explain the many 
ways it is helping 
during the crisis.

£160 million of 
emergency  
funding is available 
for organisations 
and individuals who 
will need it during 
this crisis, it has  
also changed  
the funding  
requirements for 
individuals and 
organisations  
currently in receipt 
of its funding, to 
help alleviate  
pressure on them.

www.artscouncil.
org.uk/covid19

Barclays 
Foundation

Consumer and  
corporate banking.

Barclays Foundation 
states that it is  
committed to  
helping its  
customers, clients, 
colleagues, and  
the wider  
community dealing 
with the current 
unprecedented 
medical and  
economic crisis 
caused by Covid-19. 
It also announced a 
new crisis fund.

It will provide a 
Covid-19 Community 
Aid Package of £100 
million to charities 
working to support 
vulnerable people 
impacted by  
Covid-19, and  
alleviate associated 
social and economic  
hardship caused  
by the crisis. 
The fund doesn’t 
seem to be open  
yet so check the  
website regularly.

https://home.bar-
clays/news/press-re-
leases/2020/04/
barclays-launch-
es-p100-million-cov-
id-19-communi-
ty-aid-package/

Bernard Sunley 
Foundation

Capital grants  
including  
equipment to  
raise quality of life/
provide greater 
opportunities for 
young, elderly,  
disabled and  
disadvantaged.

Bernard Sunley 
Foundation states 
that it is fully  
committed to being 
as flexible and 
supportive as it can 
during this difficult 
time. It is continuing 
to support existing 
grant holders and 
is also still open for 
applications.

N/A http://www.bernard-
sunley.org/

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/
https://home.barclays/news/press-releases/2020/04/barclays-launches-p100-million-covid-19-community-aid-package/
http://www.bernardsunley.org/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Cadent Foundation People living in  
vulnerable  
situations and  
energy-poor  
communities 
to protect and  
preserve natural 
environment and 
create a sustainable 
energy future.

Cadent Foundation 
supports work in 
the Midlands, North 
West England, 
South Yorkshire, 
East of England  
and North London. 
It states it has  
committed £240k  
to the Trussell Trust 
in relation to  
Covid-19 and is ready 
to support other 
worthy causes.

The Cadent  
Foundation has 
been established to 
make a positive and 
lasting difference to 
local communities 
and the wider  
society within 
Cadent’s network, 
it seems that any 
Covid-19 work will be 
funded via its main 
scheme.

https://cadentgas.
com/home

Charities Aid 
Foundation

Grant-making 
across a range of 
target groups.

Charities Aid 
Foundation has 
announced a new 
crisis fund. Rather 
than a statement 
per se, the whole 
website has been 
reconfigured to 
explain the many 
ways it is helping 
during the crisis

Charities Aid  
Foundation has 
created a fund is  
to help smaller  
charitable  
organisations in the 
UK affected by the 
impact of Covid-19 
- max £10,000 but 
funding paused for 
now after £39m of 
bids were received. 
It hopes to  
expand the fund 
and reopen it ASAP 
so check the  
website regularly.

www.cafonline.org/
charities/grant-
making/caf-coro-
navirus-emergen-
cy-fund?

Children in Need Children in Need 
makes grants to 
charities and other 
non-profit  
organisations that 
support and work 
with children and 
young people who 
are disadvantaged 
and face challenges 
in their lives.

Children in Need 
has closed most 
programmes  
for now, but  
announced its 
involvement in 
leading a new crisis 
fund. In the coming 
weeks, it will  
announce specific 
measures to further 
support children 
and young people 
affected by  
coronavirus,  
including additional 
funding. 

Children in Need 
has announced  
a partnership  
fundraising night 
on the BBC with 
Comic Relief - 23rd 
April. It has  
provided some 
funding to  
specific causes 
already but no sign 
yet of an open fund. 
It’s worth checking 
the website  
regularly.

https://www.bbcchil-
dreninneed.co.uk/

https://cadentgas.com/home
https://www.cafonline.org/charities/grantmaking/caf-coronavirus-emergency-fund?
https://www.bbcchildreninneed.co.uk/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Childhood Trust This is London’s 
child poverty  
charity, founded 
with a simple vision: 
to support  
vulnerable children 
living in poverty  
in London.

No specific  
statement but  
announced a  
new crisis fund.

The Childhood Trust 
is launching the 
Champions 
for Children 
match-funding 
campaign to raise 
UNRESTRICTED 
FUNDS for charities 
working with  
children impacted 
by the pandemic.  
To apply, register  
on the Big Give 
website and click 
on the link to the 
Champions for 
 Children campaign. 

https://www.child-
hoodtrust.org.uk/
champions-for-chil-
dren

City Bridge Trust 
- supporting the 
London  
Communities  
Response fund

Support to  
disadvantaged 
groups in London.

The City Bridge 
Trust has closed 
most existing  
programmes  
for now but  
announced its  
involvement in  
leading a new  
crisis fund.

The City Bridge 
Trust is leading  
the London  
Community  
Response  
partnership. Wave 
one – support for 
CRISIS grants of  
up to £5000  
(focus on food and 
essentials, such as 
mobile phones, 
data, cleaning 
products) has now 
concluded. Wave 
two is now open for 
£10,000 max bids 
for CRISIS support 
and £50,000  
max bids for 
 DELIVERING 
DIFFERENTLY – 
from switching to 
digital channels to 
redeploying staff to 
boost capacity at a 
time of increased 
demand. There is  
a weekly rolling 
deadline finishing 
every Friday until 
further notice. 

https://www.london-
communityrespon-
sefund.org.uk/

https://www.childhoodtrust.org.uk/champions-for-children
https://www.londoncommunityresponsefund.org.uk/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Clothworkers 
Charity

Capital funding 
to a wide range of 
causes.

Clothworkers state 
its commitment  
to supporting  
existing grant- 
holders, keeping 
its existing grant 
programmes open 
and announced a 
new crisis fund.

The Clothworkers’ 
Emergency Capital 
Programme (CECP) 
will award small 
capital grants of  
up to £5,000 for  
essential capital 
items, including 
equipment, to 
adapt or increase 
services in response 
to the novel  
coronavirus  
(Covid-19)  
pandemic.  
Priority will be given 
to organisations 
supporting  
vulnerable and ‘at 
risk’ groups within 
our programme 
areas during this  
period. London 
charities cannot 
directly apply to this 
grants programme.

https://www.cloth-
workersfoundation.
org.uk/clothwork-
ers-emergency-cap-
ital-programme/

Comic Relief Comic Relief funds 
and invests in a 
wide range of 
causes across the 
UK and around the 
world. 

Comic Relief  
has stated its 
commitment 
to supporting  
existing 
grant-holders,  
as it adapts and 
responds to the 
massive challenges 
around Coronavirus 
(Covid-19).  Also  
announced plans 
for new crisis 
funds.

Comic Relief has 
stated that some of 
the money raised 
through Sport Relief 
2020 will go to  
organisations on 
the frontline of the  
response to the 
Coronavirus, with 
priority given to 
those who are able 
to reach some of 
the most vulnerable 
people affected. 
Also, it has 
announced a 
partnership 
fundraising night 
on the BBC with 
Children in Need, 
taking place on 
Thursday 23 April. 
It has provided 
some funding to 
specific causes 
already, but no sign 
yet of an open fund 
so it’s worth 
checking the 
website regularly.

https://www.comi-
crelief.com/

https://www.clothworkersfoundation.org.uk/clothworkers-emergency-capital-programme/
https://www.comicrelief.com/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Crisis Crisis is a national 
charity for single 
homeless people.

Crisis has  
announced a new 
crisis fund.

Crisis launched the 
In This Together  
programme to  
support local  
homelessness 
organisations across 
the UK to respond 
to the Covid-19 
emergency. Awards 
up to £5,000 are 
available – with a 
written application 
form and a decision 
within 24 hours of 
receipt. This scheme 
has paused for  
now due to strong 
demand, but there 
is an intention to  
expand the fund 
and reopen it  
ASAP so it’s worth 
checking the  
website regularly.

https://www.crisis.
org.uk/get-in-
volved/in-this-to-
gether/emergen-
cy-grants-fund/

Dulverton Trust The Dulverton 
Trust supports UK 
charities and CIOs 
tackling a range  
of social issues,  
protecting the  
natural world,  
and preserving 
heritage crafts.

Still accepting 
normal applications, 
but prioritising  
Covid-19 bids.

The Dulverton  
Trust is taking 
applications from 
charities that meet 
its guidelines and 
is prioritising those 
which are either (a) 
well-placed to  
deliver vital  
services to  
vulnerable  
communities 
affected by the 
current crisis or 
(b) charities with 
which it has an  
existing  
relationship.

https://www.dulver-
ton.org/

Esmée Fairbairn 
Foundation

The Esmée  
Fairbairn  
Foundation  
supports work  
that focuses on the 
Arts, Children and 
Young People, the 
Environment, Food 
and Social Change.

Now closed to new 
applications, but 
making £14 million 
in additional grants 
to existing grantees, 
and working with 
existing grantees 
and providing £2 
million to emer-
gency funding 
schemes.

New  
announcements 
are likely soon so it’s 
worth checking the 
website regularly.

https://www.esmee-
fairbairn.org.uk/
home

https://www.crisis.org.uk/get-involved/in-this-together/emergency-grants-fund/
https://www.dulverton.org/
https://www.esmeefairbairn.org.uk/home
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Garfield Weston 
Foundation

The Garfield  
Weston Foundation 
supports a wide 
range of causes 
across the UK, 
donating over £80 
million annually. 

The Foundation 
donated £1million  
to the National 
Emergency Trust – 
see UK Community 
Foundations entry 
further on for details; 
Offering flexibility to 
existing funders to 
change grant use; 
Re-ordering its  
pipeline to ensure  
it focuses on  
activities providing 
immediate relief 
for vulnerable and 
those experiencing 
hardship due to 
Covid-19.

The Garfield Weston 
Foundation has not 
presently made any 
announcements, 
but it is worth  
contacting them 
if you either want 
to make a Covid-19 
crisis bid or an  
application for 
core costs. It’s also 
worth contacting 
them about general 
upcoming project 
costs, as they may 
be amenable.  
Contact them via 
email or phone.

https://garfieldwest-
on.org/

Henry Smith  
Charity

Broadly, funding is 
provided to support 
social and  
economic justice.

Currently, there is 
no information on 
the Henry Smith 
website. There is 
instead a call back 
request form if you 
have query in light 
of Covid-19  
disruption.

No announcements 
to date, but it is 
worth contacting 
them if you want 
to make a Covid-19 
crisis bid or even 
about an  
application for core 
costs or general 
upcoming project 
costs – as they may 
well be amenable. 
Use the call-back 
form, or existing 
contacts if you  
have them.

http://www.hen-
rysmithcharity.org.
uk/contact-us/

https://garfieldweston.org/
http://www.henrysmithcharity.org.uk/contact-us/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Lloyds Bank 
Foundation

The Foundation 
partners with small 
and local charities 
across England 
helping people 
overcome complex 
social issues.

Lloyds Bank  
Foundation is  
supporting  
existing grantees 
flexibly, considering 
short-term funding 
to charities that 
have already spent  
a significant 
amount of time  
developing an 
application and also 
considering how 
to adapt its own 
funding strategy to 
better support small 
and local charities  
in the current  
environment.

There is not  
anything specific 
presently, but, given 
their statement,  
it will be worth 
keeping an eye  
on their website.

https://www.lloyds-
bankfoundation.org.
uk/

MIND Mind is a national 
charity providing 
advice and  
support to  
empower  
anyone  
experiencing  
a mental health 
problem. It  
also campaigns to  
improve services, 
raise awareness  
and promote  
understanding.

Demand for  
mental health  
services is  
increasing due  
to the coronavirus  
pandemic. To help 
mental health  
organisations  
continue to  
provide mental 
health services 
– or provide  
additional support 
– organisations  
can apply for a 
Coronavirus Mental 
Health Response 
Fund (CMHRF) 
grant via MIND. 

Crisis funding 
opened on 16 April 
for mental health 
charities using £5 
million government 
support (the  
Department of 
Health and Social 
Care). Grants of 
£20,000 or £50,000 
are available for  
projects lasting up 
to 12 months. You 
can view link for 
how to apply for 
fast-track grants.

https://www.mind.
org.uk/news-cam-
paigns/campaigns/
coronavirus-men-
tal-health-re-
sponse-fund/

https://www.lloydsbankfoundation.org.uk/
https://www.mind.org.uk/news-campaigns/campaigns/coronavirus-mental-health-response-fund/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

National Lottery 
Community Fund

The NL Community 
Fund awards 
money raised by 
Lottery players to 
fund community 
causes.

The National Lottery 
has clearly stated 
that all funding  
decisions it makes 
for the next six 
months will  
prioritise getting 
funding to groups 
best placed to  
support their  
communities 
through the  
Covid-19 crisis. 

The National Lottery  
Community Fund  
is prioritising  
applications for:  
people at high risk 
from Covid-19;  
people most likely 
to face increased 
demand and  
challenges as a  
direct result of  
measures associated 
with Covid-19; and  
organisations with 
high potential  
to support  
communities with 
the direct and 
indirect impact of 
Covid-19. The  
lotteries own funding 
programe is now 
open for applications 
with a revised one 
page application 
form. In addition it is 
understood that the 
Lottery is urgently 
discussing with  
government details 
of how the £750  
million of  
government  
funding will be 
made available via 
the National Lottery 
system, so the  
National Lottery 
Fund will provide 
further information 
as soon as possible 
– so do check the 
website regularly. 
It is still accepting 
Awards for All  
applications for 
up to £10,000.

https://www.tnlcom-
munityfund.org.uk/

National Lottery 
Heritage Fund

The NL Heritage 
Fund distributes 
National Lottery 
grants to projects 
that sustain and 
transform the UK’s 
heritage.

The Heritage Fund 
currently state  
that it remains  
committed to  
supporting the  
people and  
organisations 
working across the 
heritage sector  
and are open for 
business, but it  
has also announced 
a new crisis fund.

The National Lottery 
Heritage Fund has 
put together a £50 
million Emergency 
Fund to support the 
heritage sector as 
an immediate  
response to the 
coronavirus  
outbreak. Grants 
of between £3,000 
and £50,000 will  
be available to  
organisations.

https://www.her-
itagefund.org.
uk/news/herit-
age-emergen-
cy-fund-launch-
es-help-sector-up-
dated

the lotteries own funding pro-
grame is now open for applica-
tions with a revised one page 
application form

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/news/heritage-emergency-fund-launches-help-sector-updated
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

National Survivor 
Network

The NSUN is a 
network of people 
and groups living in 
England who have 
and do experience 
mental distress and 
want to change 
things for the better.

The National  
Survivor Network 
have materials  
offering individuals 
and groups a wide 
range of Covid-19 
information.

The National  
Survivor User  
Network (NSUN)  
will be  
administering  
a fund to support 
user-led  
organisations  
and smaller,  
unconstituted  
community  
organisations,  
who might not  
otherwise be  
eligible for a grant. 
Details will be  
available from  
Monday 20 April.

https://www.nsun.
org.uk/news/cov-
id-19-and-human-
rights

Neighbourly  
Community Fund

Neighbourly is a 
giving platform that 
helps businesses 
make a positive  
impact in the  
communities.  
It works in by  
donating volunteer 
time, money and 
surplus products, 
all in one place.

The Fund has 
announced a new 
crisis fund.

M&S, Lidl, Aldi, 
Danone and  
Coca-Cola European 
Partners have  
partnered with 
Neighbourly to  
create the  
Neighbourly  
Community Fund 
which will channel 
microgrants  
directly to  
community  
organisations  
helping those  
most at risk.

https://www.neigh-
bourly.com/neigh-
bourlycommunity-
fund

Open Road  
Alliance

Makes grants and 
loans worldwide as 
an investment for 
social impact. 

It has launched a 
crisis fund.

Open Road Alliance 
have announced  
a new fund for  
organizations 
engaging in direct 
Covid-19 response.  
It will prioritize 
organizations and 
activities that have  
a clear and direct 
role in ‘flattening 
the curve’ and thus 
limiting, shortening, 
or minimizing the  
economic and  
social, as well as 
health effects of  
the pandemic.

https://openroadalli-
ance.org/covid-19/

https://www.nsun.org.uk/nsun-covid-19-fund
https://www.neighbourly.com/neighbourlycommunityfund
https://openroadalliance.org/covid-19/
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Paul Hamlyn  
Foundation

The Foundation 
funds work to help 
people overcome 
disadvantage  
and lack of  
opportunity.

Paul Hamlyn  
Foundation has 
reported that it is 
working with  
existing 
grant-holders  
flexibly but  
pausing  
programmes as 
they work out  
next steps.

There are no 
schemes  
advertised as  
yet, but  
announcements  
are likely so it is 
worth checking 
website regularly.

https://www.phf.org.
uk/covid-19-support/

Rosa Fund Focus:  
disadvantaged 
women and girls.

The Rosa Fund 
statement asserts 
that its primary 
focus right now is to 
look after families 
and communities 
and work together 
to navigate a path 
through Covid-19. 

The Rosa Fund  
has launched  
emergency 
response fund for 
work with women, 
especially those 
who are vulnerable. 
Details are yet to 
emerge, so it’s 
worth keeping an 
eye on its website.

http://rosauk.org/

Schroder Charity 
Trust

Schroder Charity 
Trust supports a 
broad range of 
charitable causes  
in the UK and 
overseas: education, 
young people,  
communities, 
health, arts, heritage, 
armed forces,  
international  
development,  
environment.

The trust continues 
to accept online  
applications for 
funding from  
charities. The  
current round of 
applications will 
close on Thursday 
30 April.  
Assessments will 
take into account 
current  
circumstances 
many charities are 
dealing with as they 
respond to Covid-19.

There is no specific 
crisis fund but it has 
adapted its existing 
scheme. Max  
funding is £5,000. 

https://schroderchar-
itytrust.org/eligibility

Sport England Provides expertise, 
insight and funding 
that improves the 
nation’s long-term 
physical and  
mental health.

Sports England has 
two immediate 
priorities: 
(1) Action to 
ensure the sector 
comes through this 
period in as strong a 
position as possible.
(2) Keeping the  
nation moving: 
doing everything it 
can to encourage 
people to stay 
active, wherever 
possible

It has launched a 
new £195 million 
fund aiming to help 
community sport 
and physical  
activity  
organisations, 
which are  
experiencing  
short-term  
financial hardship 
or the ceasing of 
operations due to 
the ongoing  
coronavirus crisis.

https://www.spor-
tengland.org/
how-we-can-help/
our-funds/com-
munity-emergen-
cy-fund

https://www.phf.org.uk/covid-19-support/
http://rosauk.org/
https://schrodercharitytrust.org/eligibility
https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/our-funds/community-emergency-fund
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Funder Usual 
Focus

Covid-19 Website 
Statement

Covid-19 
Funding 
Information

Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Standard Life 
Foundation

The Standard  
Life Foundation 
funds research, 
campaigning and 
policy work to  
improve living 
standards and 
personal finances 
for people on low to 
middle incomes in 
the UK. 

Existing  
programmes are 
still open, but it has 
also set up a  
Covid-19 fund.

The Foundation is 
making funding 
available for work  
directly related to 
the pandemic,  
addressing specific 
challenges and 
helping to  
contribute to social 
change, which  
tackles financial 
problems and 
improves living 
standards for those 
on low-to-middle 
incomes in the UK.

https://www.stand-
ardlifefoundation.
org.uk/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0028/56458/
Funding-Guide-
lines-Decem-
ber-2019.pdf

Sylvia Adams  
Charitable Trust

Sylvia Adams  
provides grants 
in UK, including 
specifically for Herts, 
supporting children 
and young people, 
those with a  
disability and those 
living in poverty 
or who are socially 
excluded.

Applications to main 
programmes are 
now suspended and 
crisis scheme has 
been launched – 
open until 28 April.

The Trust is offering 
crisis funding of up 
to £5,000 for work 
to improve the life 
chances for some  
of the most  
disadvantaged  
children in England 
and Wales.

http://sylvia-adams.
org.uk/what-we-will-
fund/

Tesco Community 
Grants

The UK supermar-
ket funds thousands 
of local projects in 
communities across 
the whole of the UK. 

Crisis fund  
announced.

Tesco Bags of Help 
is responding to the 
current Coronavirus 
(Covid-19) crisis by 
setting up a new 
short-term fund  
to support local 
communities.  
Successful  
applications will 
receive a single  
payment award  
of £5000 to  
organisations who 
are supporting  
vulnerable groups. 

http://tescobagsof-
help.org.uk/grant-
schemes/tesco-cv-
fund/

Trust for London Trust for London 
makes grants in 
London based on 
what the key drivers 
of poverty and 
inequality are and 
considering where 
it can best make a 
difference. 

Open for usual 
grants, as well as 
supporting existing 
grant holders.  
Trust for London 
is also making a 
contribution to the 
London Community 
Response Fund.

Please refer to entry 
for City Bridge Trust. 
Crisis and Delivering 
Differently grants 
are now open.

https://www.london-
communityrespon-
sefund.org.uk/

https://www.standardlifefoundation.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0028/56458/Funding-Guidelines-December-2019.pdf
http://sylvia-adams.org.uk/what-we-will-fund/
https://tescobagsofhelp.org.uk/about-tesco-community-grants/
https://www.londoncommunityresponsefund.org.uk/
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Funding 
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Covid-19 
Crisis 
Funding Link

Tudor Trust Tudor Trust funds a 
wide range of work 
supporting change 
in communities.

It appears to be 
open for usual 
grants, as well as 
supporting existing 
grant-holders,  
and making a  
contribution to  
the National  
Emergency Trust 
which is working 
with Community 
Foundations

Please refer to entry 
for UK Community 
Foundations to  
access National 
Emergency Trust 
funding via local 
Community  
Foundations and 
keep checking the 
Tudor Trust website 
in case the set up  
a bespoke  
programme of  
their own.

http://www.tudor-
trust.org.uk/

UK Community 
Foundations  
Network

The Network for all 
46 accredited  
Community  
Foundations  
in the UK.

The Network has es-
tablished a Covid-19 
fund to be  
delivered via  
the 46 local  
community  
foundations –  
the National  
Emergencies  
Trust (NET).

NET has launched  
a Coronavirus 
Appeal to support 
grassroots charities 
and groups who’ll 
be supporting some 
of society’s most 
vulnerable people 
throughout the  
outbreak.  
Information about 
all schemes can be 
found in the link, as 
well as further lists of 
specific community 
foundations.

http://www.ukcom-
munityfoundations.
org/our-network

Yapp Charitable 
Trust

Grant-maker to 
small charities

Yapp offers grants 
only to registered 
charities with a total 
annual expenditure 
of less than £40,000.

Yapp Charitable 
Trust is offering 
grants up to £3,000 
to small UK charities 
affected by the  
impact of Covid-19.

https://yappchari-
tabletrust.org.uk/

This list has been gathered from a range of sources, including www.fundingcentral.org.uk,  
www.thirdsector.co.uk, www.civilsociety.co.uk and www.fundraising.co.uk, www.dsc.org.uk. 

Keeping up to date

We would recommend you sign up to these and other newsletters to get alerts about crisis 
grants and funding criteria for existing programmes from funders as they emerge. 

Other sources

The following link helpfully contains a range of funding sources, including further links to community 
foundation crisis funding around the country and other local sources of funding - www.
linkedin.com/pulse/coronavirus-charity-funding-announcements-ian-mclintock/?arti-
cleId=6646659290176327680#comments-6646659290176327680&trk=public_profile_article_view

This link contains a regularly updated list of funding awards being made around the country  
specifically for Covid-19 crisis work. It might be a helpful source of ideas when it comes to  
determining what support your organisation can provide to fill a local gap, or work already going  
on in your area that you might want to partner with or support www.covidtracker.threesixtygiving.org

http://www.tudortrust.org.uk/
http://www.ukcommunityfoundations.org/our-network
https://yappcharitabletrust.org.uk/
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Effective delivery in a post-Covid-19 environment 

Running a successful charity is not just about securing  
financing. Management of other resources is equally vital.

1. Key ingredients for successfully coordinating your remote team

There is no one recipe for success when it comes to managing your  
remote team. Instead, there are a number of key ingredients that come  
together to create the right conditions. 

(a) Communication, communication, communication:

Establish a culture of fluid communication to keep the camaraderie  
alive. Extroverts, in particular, will find this energises and stimulates them.  
However, all employees alike will be more motivated if they feel  
connected to the people they are working with and are regularly  
reminded about the overall purpose of their work. How?

• Whether it’s virtual office software or a group WhatsApp chat,  
set up channels that are unintimidating and informal where minor  
things can be discussed; it’s bad-for-business if staff take more  
time writing an email about the task than they do on the task itself. 

• Arrange online group socials to build up rapport. 
• Try to pick up the phone as much as possible: the more impromptu  

calls you have, the less you hesitate the next time you pick up the  
phone, and the closer your team will feel.

(b) Structured meetings:

Meetings are invaluable for documenting actions, deadlines and barriers. The result is  
transparency and accountability. In remote teams, its easy for workers to make assumptions  
or gloss over essential points. To mitigate this, have regular, well-structured meetings.  
If you share agendas well ahead of meetings, the team can come together feeling prepared  
for the conversation ahead, allowing them to engage more comfortably and fruitfully as a result.  
The result will be a stronger sense of ownership both of the meeting and of the work ahead.

(c) Stay focused on goals, and always explain the why:

It’s not possible to micromanage remotely, so it’s necessary to trust your employees and  
volunteers. Track progress by goals met, rather than by work done. Measuring by results  
is also healthier when it comes to accountability; what’s more, it boosts productivity.  
You can actively encourage your team to think like this by explaining the purpose of their  
deliverables, and making sure it is clear how they contribute to wider outcomes.  
Part of this is giving team-wide progress updates; this will ensure that remote workers  
don’t miss out on the events leading up to any particular decision or new prioritiy.
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(d) Assume good intentions:  

Working remotely removes or hinders context clues from communication (such as  
tone, inflection, facial expression, and body language). Communication can be slower  
if relationships are sensitive, since colleagues may be wary of the way they are coming  
across. It’s of course important to exhibit sensitivity to one another, particularly in these  
challenging times. However, assuming good intentions means that compact messages  
can be shared without handicap. Part of this comes back to nurturing collaborative  
and results-orientated relationships and positively reinforcing them, but straightforward  
reminders can also go a long way, so train your team to assume positive regard  
wherever possible. This helps team members focus on what really matters.

(e) Develop a balance of both routine and flexibility:

Most of us thrive when this balance is right. Routine should never be rigid, unchanging,  
or pointless, but done right, routine gives us structure and boundaries to maintain a sense  
of direction and keep us from getting lost. Meanwhile, flexibility allows us to operate  
with common sense, adapt to changing priorities, and follow our nose. Regular meetings,  
some clear standards and protocol will go a long way in maintaining a sense of normality  
and structure across a team of people working from home during this strange time. Equally,  
team members will find work more rewarding if they feel understood, trusted and have the  
freedom to carry out tasks in the way that makes the most sense to them. It’s also important  
to encourage staff to fully ‘unplug’ when it’s out of office hours.

(f) Make time for feedback:

Everyone feels more secure when they know how the people around them feel.  
Including the manager. It can be tempting to put off these kind of chats in case they  
involve hearing things you don’t want to hear. But in the long run it is worth setting up  
brief one-to-ones to check in with different team members. If people have criticism on  
how things are going, it is a win-win: they feel heard and you receive valuable information.  
Meanwhile, no criticism gives a greenlight on the status quo which allows you to focus  
more positively on the work itself.

(g) Make use of technology:

Technology has a lot to offer. And having the right software  
can actually also do wonders for morale. Under lockdown  
conditions, the most pertinent functions are shared drives 
(for sharing key files and shared docs for more than person 
to work from) such as Google Drive and DropBox, as well as 
shared calendars and scheduling assistants, such as Toggl,  
TeamUp, Outlook and Google Calendars, which help you to  
coordinate meetings and track what tasks are being carried 
out by who when. 
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Most of all, the most pertinent technology of the lockdown is the software that is facilitating  
our meaningful communication. Being rushed into using new tech so quickly, before having  
a chance to review the options, clearly comes with some risks. We recommend that you: 

• Ask around and read reviews before committing to software, because getting it right  
can make a real difference further down the line. 

• Go with the option that is most intuitive to you and the people you want to communicate  
with, because most of all it is important that the tool brings people together, facilitates  
effective and fluid communication and vitalises your remote teams. 

• Consider different tools for different purposes. For example, Skype allows you to make adhoc  
calls to anyone without calling ahead, but it is not the best designed tool for a large meeting. 
Something like Zoom or Microsoft Teams is going to be much more useful for scheduled  
meetings within your organisation or external participants.

• When communicating externally, it is good practice to be able to use their preferred  
platform yourself.

Here is a list of some of the options available that we have heard recommended:

TOOL LINK

Whereby https://www.whereby.com

Skype https://www.skype.com/en

WhatsApp https://www.whatsapp.com

House Party https://www.houseparty.com  

Zoom https://www.zoom.us

Google Hangouts https://hangouts.google.com/

Facetime https://www.support.apple.com/en-gb/HT204380

Microsoft Teams https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-
software

(h) Get a strategic and operational plan in place:

It is definitely hard to strategize against an uncertain backdrop. Strategies can be  
vague, and plans can be flexible, but amid the dysconnectivity, it can be invaluable.  
Why? Committing some quick and simple plans and ideas to paper is an excellent  
way to keep things together, structure your thoughts, establish a common understanding  
with managers, trustees, colleagues, and partners, and ultimately move forward. It’s also  
a good way to let existing funders see you being proactive, helping to reassure them  
at this difficult time. 

It can also help to identify opportunities and anticipate obstacles. The planning process will  
help prioritise crisis areas which need funding now, and help develop ideas for post-Covid-19  
crisis services, conversations about which need to start now. 

You may already have begun this process but, sometimes it’s difficult to know where to start.  
The simple table below is one template option that might help kick-start this process for you.  
You can tailor it to your own needs and ways of thinking. 
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Fill in the table with your 
own organisations info

Project/  
Service

Existing  
Service  
Approach

Current  
Service - Crisis 
Reconfiguration

Covid-19  
Crisis Issues 
Emerging  
So Far

Funding Likely  
Post-Covid-19 
Needs And  
Delivery Plans
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In terms of how to fill it out, an example of a typical service is shown below. If you choose 
to use this template, you can then replicate the model for all services/activities that you offer.

Project/  
Service

Existing  
Service  
Approach

Current  
Service - Crisis 
Reconfiguration

Covid-19  
Crisis Issues 
Emerging  
So Far

Funding Likely  
Post-Covid-19 
Needs And  
Delivery Plans

1. Welfare 
Benefits 
Advice

i) Mainly  
face-to-face  
appointments  
at main office/
outreaches  
combined with 

ii) Small amount 
of phone/e-mail 
advice.  

i) Closure of 
office, staff/
volunteers – 
home-based

ii) Training staff/
volunteers 
remotely in 
remote advice 
provision, 
especially 
safeguarding 
protocols

iii) Improving 
our IT platform 
remotely

iv) Providing 
phones/data/
digital support to 
home-based vols/
staff

v) Redirecting 
office calls to 
mobiles
vi) Promoting 
the reconfigured 
service to local 
people and  
partners

i) Sharp rise in en-
quiries - X% more 
enquiries and 
referrals in the 
past X weeks,

ii) Many clients 
have limited 
digital skills or 
equipment.

iii) Reduction in 
volunteer and 
staff numbers 
available to work 
due to virus-re-
lated illness and 
family caring 
responsibilities, 
eroding available 
hours 

iv) Many clients 
present multiple 
issues needing 
quick referrals to 
partners

i) Currently 
funded by XXX 
Trust and YYY 
Trust – both 
trusts informed 
and happy 
to reduce 
expectations 
on client 
numbers and 
evaluation 
findings 
during next 
three months 
but no extra 
money available

ii) Unmet costs – 
The IT platform 
improvement, 
PDF leaflet 
production and 
home-based 
costs of 
delivery – 
not funded. 
Estimated as 
£10,000 over 
6 months. Bids 
made to XX Trust 
and YY Trust. 

i) Expected 
Needs – huge 
demand 
expected for 
Welfare Benefits 
advice, 
estimated as 
X% greater than 
last year for 
next  12 months.

ii) Remote 
advice demand 
expected to fall 
but be higher 
than last year, 
Face-to-face 
demand will 
rise too. 

iii) Staffing and 
volunteers needs 
– est. X% higher 
than last year 

EXAM
PLE
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(h) Other useful resources

Software reviews:

• www.computerworld.com/article/3530322/coronavirus-prompts-collaboration-tool-makers-to-of-
fer-wares-for-free.html 

• www.zdnet.com/article/video-conferencing-deals-coronavirus-spurs-offers-from-webex-goog-
le-and-others/ 

• www.cnet.com/news/skype-vs-zoom-video-chat-apps-for-working-and-keeping-in-touch-com-
pared/ 

• www.uctoday.com/collaboration/video-conferencing/covid-19-ultimate-guide-to-free-video-con-
ferencing-collaboration/

Other toolkits: 

We know you will be inundated with information about Covid-19 support and resources so  
we wanted to select a few key resources that we think could be especially helpful:

• The National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO) has created a useful toolkit to help  
with a range of practical matters in light of Covid-19, from health and safety to volunteer and  
staff matters and finance - https://www.ncvo.org.uk/practical-support/information/coronavirus 

• Ian McLintock, who runs Charity Excellence Framework, has the following range of useful  
information on his LinkedIn profile including some charity toolkits to help with planning -  
www.linkedin.com/pulse/coronavirus-what-your-charity-needs-do-prepare-ian-mclintock/ 

• Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) has identified that the potential for being the victim of online 
fraud is especially high for everyone at the moment. All businesses, including civil society  
organisations are at risk, especially when downloading new digital tools and video software. 
They’ve written an article on how to spot and deal with the dangers - www.cafonline.org/charities/
trustees-and-governance/coronavirus-scams 

• CAF has also provided information about using its donation platform to set up Covid-19 crisis  
online fundraising appeals, as well as access itself - www.cafonline.org/about-us/covid-19 

• CAF are offering a link to their Covid-19 Bank of Resources, which provides ideas for everyone. 

• Finally, another useful CAF resource is the Coronavirus Tech Handbook Funding Page, which 
has guidance on Treatment and Research, Equipment and Logistics, Communications, Policy 
and Strategy, and country specific info.

https://www.zdnet.com/topic/
https://www.cnet.com/coronavirus/
https://www.uctoday.com/collaboration/video-conferencing/how-to-choose-the-best-video-conferencing-provider-2020/
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SETBACKS ARE  
COMMON
WE’RE ALL STRONGER 
THAN WE THINK
THIS TOO, SHALL PASS
CHALLENGES COME 
HAND-IN-HAND WITH 
OPPORTUNITIES 
AND LEARNING
BETTER A PLAN  
THAT CHANGES, 
THAN NO PLAN AT ALL

Five reminders for resilience

Resilience is one of the buzzwords of ou
r time. But for good reason.  

Its importance has never been more appar
ent than right now – in the throws  

of the coronavirus pandemic of 2020, whe
n, depending on your charity,  

coronavirus might be generating more wor
k or might make carrying out your  

work more difficult. Resilience is the ab
ility of systems – individuals,  

groups, communities, or organisations – 
to mitigate, adapt to, and recover  

from shocks and stresses. And to do so i
n a way that reduces future  

vulnerability and ‘builds back better’ t
han before. 

Having read and watched some helpful cli
ps and articles aiming to  

provide some solace, hope and inspiratio
n to us all at this testing time,  

we decided to produce our own piece for 
the sector. 

In the context of small and medium-sized
 charities, resilience is  

determined by core competencies, core re
sources, and the capacity to adapt.  

In many ways though, resilience is a sta
te of mind.

As well as giving you this practical adv
ice, we wanted to take a moment  

to be sentimental too. We know we might 
be telling you what you already  

know, but realising this state of mind c
an be a real game-changer, so here  

are five things worth remembering:

(a) Setbacks are common

The threats we face in the voluntary and
 community sector are numerous  

and extensive, so we should not see them
 as stoppages, catastrophes or  

even as barriers; they are simply setbac
ks. In the past we have had to deal  

with funding cuts, being turned down for
 a major grant, outreach challenges,  

problems recruiting the right project st
aff or volunteers, or getting enough  

Trustees of the right calibre on our boa
rds. Right now, it is a silent disease, 

economic downturn and sudden (and possib
ly long-term) isolation. Given that  

setbacks can be a regular occurrence, we
 should steel ourselves to expect  

them. We can weave them into our develop
ment and next move, rather than  

be defeated by them.

(b) We’re all stronger than we think

As a sector, it’s not unusual for the od
ds to be stacked against us.  

As a result, we (and our organisations) 
are in fact much less fragile than  

we’re often led to think; we’ve done a l
ot of this before.  The best voluntary  

organisations have a wide network of car
ing and committed people, vibrant  

communities, dedicated volunteers and Tr
ustees etc they can turn to.  

This makes us very robust, able to susta
in an awful lot of hits and still,  

somehow, keep going. Keep on keeping on.
 We need to remind ourselves of our 

strengths, courage, fortitude and abilit
ies to persevere. We are in a better  

position to play to our strengths if we 
remember what they are.
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(c) This too, shall pass

Every trial we face is temporary. For now, we struggle and experience  
a sense of real turbulence; but in time, our pains will lessen and fade,  
and we will adapt. Even the longest and blackest of nights must be followed – 
eventually – by dawn. Remember that at some point we will look back on this  
one as history too. When we do, will we feel proud of how we responded?  
Remembering this makes it easier to be patient and develop a step-by-step  
approach; it allows us to engage with a more constructive part of our psyche,  
and ask questions such as this and change our behaviour accordingly.
(d) Challenges come hand-in-hand with opportunities and learning
If we respond positively (thanks to reminders 1, 2 and 3, challenges  
stimulate us and refresh our ways of working. They give us a platform for  
reflection and change, pushing us to implement what makes sense, even if this  
defies the status quo of how we usually do things. In this sense, challenges  
are catalysts and allow us to turn a new page. As well as stimulating new  
opportunities for change, challenges can also stimulate new ideas and teach  
us. Finding new approaches to new constraints calls for problem-solving.  
Once such a space for innovation has been established, it tends to give  
rise to even more creativity and results in a ratchetting effect of  
creative solutions, where one innovation leads to another.

(e) Better a plan that changes, than no plan at all

Having a clear sense of direction gives people energy and gets juices  
flowing. In such uncertain times, the most effective strategic plans are  
going to be the ones that leave room for flexibility farther up the road.  
Even if the planning is loose, having some kind of strategy can unite  
and mobilise your team. Step one of developing a strategy is to analyse  
the context in which you’re operating: map out your priorities, establish  
a sense of what’s certain and what’s not, and clarify resources that you  
have vs. resources that are within your reach. Step two is identifying  
and weighing up options: this involves brainstorming, plus considering  
potential threats. Step three is pulling it all together into an action  plan and making sure everyone has a clear understanding of their role.
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www.civilsocietyconsulting.co.uk

“The team have been  
brilliant, and their support  
came at the right time  
for us, and it is lifeline to  
sustain the organisation  
at this difficult time  
of austerity.”
Zahra Ibrahim, Director, 
Barking & Dagenham Somali Women’s Association
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